Design and Co-Design

Training data
Comprises data set for extent and scope of digital objects acquired/ingested by the memory institution. Compiled and used only by suppliers for training software components but known to project partners.

Test data
Comprises data set for extent and scope of digital objects acquired/ingested by the memory institution. Used by suppliers and project partners for testing the(ir) tools.

Demonstration data
Comprises data set with a selection of files for digital objects acquired/ingested by the memory institution. Includes valid/conform files as well as corrupted files. Used by suppliers and project partners (and third parties) for demonstrating and endorsing.

Duration: November 2014 – March 2016 with two tasks and phases:
1 Co-Design Step 1 (probably 6 suppliers)
2 Co-Design Step 2 (probably 3 suppliers)

Workshop is planned beginning of March 15
- Presentation and Q&A to suppliers’ program specifications, software architecture documentations
- 60 min internal presentation + 20 min internal discussion
- Central location (e.g. Brussels ??)